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Health Safety Net (HSN) Claim Reminder
“Other” Identifier on Destination Payer’s Subscriber Level

This HSN billing reminder is related to claims submitted on 837I; 837P; 837D and has been a requirement as posted in HSN Billing Guidelines.

REMINDER! HSN requires that providers code the Destination Payer’s Subscriber Level Claim Filing Indicator Code as Mutually Defined. This clarification allows for appropriate claim editing and payment consideration:

- Destination Payer’s Subscriber segment must contain the Claim Filing Indicator Code of ZZ.
- Claims submitted with any other Claim Filing Indicator Code will be denied by HSN and not eligible for payment consideration.
- Claims denied at HSN for Incorrect Claim Filing Indicator Code can be corrected. Providers should void the paid claim in MMIS, and resubmit a new original claim with all corrections.